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Presidential debate gets heated
Questions from audience originally scheduled
ASBSUPresidentDavidMqrriss (le'h)sits with his.advisor during the impeachmenthearing held ThursdayMarch
31n the SUB. .
BY DUSTIN lRPRRY
News UJrlter
information 24 hours in advance
either. Both parties exchanged
information immediately prior to
the hearing, which hegan at 4:40
p.m. Thursday.
"What you're trying to tell me is
that, David Morriss complied to
the 24 hour notification hut you
didn't have to,"ChiefJustice Marc
Morris said.
Since the 24-hour advance
was not abided by, Chief Justice
Morris adjourned the trial un-
til Thesday at 4:40 p.m., where
it will commence in the Jordan
Ballroom in the Student Union.
The suit was received by judi-
ciaryat 1:53p.m. Thursday. The
trial was to begin at 4:40 p.m.
The suited also claimed that
President Morris had been de-
nied legal representation, that
the Senate should not be able to
adjourn to vote in private (be-
cause that violated Idaho Open
Meeting Laws), that two senators
(Sen.Tabielle Antchekov and Sen.
Jefferson Day) had already pub-
licly stated their decision con-
cerning Morriss' impeachment
prior to the trial itself, and that
since the ASBSUSenate was not
a complete Senate (there are only
10 current senators rather than
the usual 16)and all of the student
colleges are not adequately repre-
sented, the Senate did not have
the power to impeach President
Morriss.
Chief Justice Morris dismissed
the majority of the issues de-
scribed in the suit
President Morriss did have le-
gal representation at the trial, but
since this is a student hearing,
. Morriss must speak for himself.
He cari have a legal advisor whis- .
per in his ear (which his coun-
sel did during the proceedings
Thursday), but said counsel can-
not speak for President Morriss.
Sen. Antchekov and Sen. Day
refuted Morriss' claim after the
adjournment that they were bi-
ased. Sen. Day said he had de-
fended Morriss twice when
The Associated Students of
Boise State University President
David B. Morriss filed a suit be-
fore the ASBSU judicial branch
Thursday, which asked that his
impeachment trial be dismissed.
A part of the suit included the
fact that President Morriss had
not received the complainant's
(the Senate's) written documents
concerning witnesses and facts to
be discussed in the trial 24 hours
in advance of the triaL
At-large Sen. Scott Blades is
acting as the complainant. He
was given the responsibility to try
President Morriss on Monday and
did not get all of his information
and interviews completed until
Thursday afternoon and hence
had not submitted all of his writ-
ten documents 24 hours in ad-
vance.
Sen. Blades said that he was not
aware of the rule and that he had
not received President Morriss'
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These senators also bave classes
to attend.
The Senate has been asking
for President Morris to appoint
replacement senators since the
first senators excused themselves
from their elected responsibili-
ties .. President Morriss, though,
did not appoint any new senators
until after he was impeached.
He .has appointed Heather
Graves (a former senator who re-
signed for medical reasons) as the
College ofHealth Science Senator,
Greg Wilson as the College of
Education Senator and Ian Mosley
and Tim Flaherty as Senators At-
Large. President Morriss chose
both Mosley and Flaherty from a
list of five candidates. Graves and
Wilson were the only ones to ap-
ply for their respective positions.
Graves originally applied for the
position on Oct. 11,2004. and was
appointed by President Morris on
Feb. 28. Mosley applied on Oct.
21. 2004, and was appointed by
President Morris on Feb. 22, 2005.
Wilson applied on Feb. 18, 2005,
and was appointed by President
Morris on Feb. 23, 2005. Flaherty
applied on Feb. 7, 2005. and was
appointed by President Morris on
Feb: 22, 2005.
All four appotntmenrs were
made after President Morriss' Im-
peachment. 'Mr. Wllsonwas the
only one of the four to apply after
the impeachment.
"They put me. through' hell
in appointment and review,"
Flaherty said.
The Appointment and Review
Committee had to ensure that the
appointees owned no bias involv-
ing the impeachment trial, in case
that they are confirmed in time
and would hence have a vote. It is
a requirement of the process that
all members of the Senate must
enter the trial entirely impartial
and to evaluate the evidence sup-
ported and not any previous ex-
periences or evidence pertaining
to President Morriss.
"I am fully prepared to be im-
partial and listen to all of the evi-
dence," Flaherty said. "I want to
lend as much support as I can to
the issues most important to the
students."
Flaherty says that he is most in-
terested in the budget process and
the possible dismount zone in the
quad that may fine students for
riding a bicycle in crowded spac-
es. He is not currently running for
Senate and his term will last less
thana month.
PIIIITO DY STANLEY Dm:wsn:DITIiE ADDITEH
The Colleges ofHealth Sciences,
Education, Applied Technology,
and Graduate are not currently
represented in the ASBSUSenate.
There are also two vacancies for
senators at-large.
ASBSUPresident David Morriss
has appointed four new. senators
to the ASBSUStudent Senate. All
four appointments have been
made since his impeachment on
Feb. 17,2005.
The appointments must go
through the Appointment and
Review Committee in the Senate,
then must be confirmed in a
Student Senate meeting in order
for them to be confirmed and be-
gin work with the Senate.
The confirmation of four new
senators could change the out-
come of President Morriss' im-
peachment trial. Each would
have a vote in the proceedings.
The four-fifths majority needed
to oust Morriss with 14 senators
rather than ten would equal 11.2
senators. Since humans don't ex-
ist as 0.2s, 12 senators must vote
for President Morriss' dismissal.
If the newly appointed senators
do not get confirmed before the
trial begins" the Senate will need
eight of its 10members to vote for
Morriss'dismissal.
It is highly likely that the ap-
pointments will not get con-
firmed before the trial begins.
The Senate must meet and have
quorum (seven senators out of the
10) to confirm the appointments.
Since the impeachment trial will
occur Tuesday at 4:40 p.m., when
the Senate usually meets as a
group, the confirmations may
have to wait until Thursday's
Senate meeting. Otherwise, the
senators would have to try to es-
tablish quorum at an unusual
time, which may not be possible.
•••
James Skaggs and former ASBSU
President Ishaq Ali tried to recall
Morriss.
After the adjournment Morriss
referred to Chief Justice Morris's
statement that the Senate had to
follow the rules just like he did,
and said his due process was vio-
lated.
"Every person in America de-
serves a fair trail," Morriss said.
Chief Justice Morris will also
allow the Senate to convene in
private to deliberate its decision.
Four-fifths of the senators must
vote to dismiss President Morriss
from office for it to actually oc-
cur.
The only punishment a Senate
can give at an impeachment trial
is dismissal. They can censure
him later if he is not dismissed:
They cannot fine him or make
him give back the money he alleg-
edly received as a scholarship for
being a lobbyist for the Senate in
governmental arenas, which was
the basis for his impeachment.
The Senate has had trouble
this semester meeting quorum
at their committee meetings.
Committee meetings must have a
certain number of senators, pres-
ent to be conducted. Senators, in
said committee meetings, discuss
and study matters to present be-
fore the full Senate at its hi-week-
ly meetings. Since six senators
are missing from the Senate, the
senators that are still there are
strapped for time to attend all the
committee meetings and meet'
quorum to' conduct business.
apologized a "million times" in-
cluding to OELA,a Hispanic orga-
nization on campus.
Newbold said he had not writ-
ten the piece but had agreed to put
his name on the piece to. protect
the objectivity of the true writer.
a news reporter covering the Taco
BellArena issue.
"I didn't know whatI was get-
ting into," Newbold said.
Newbold said he did not read
the piece before putting his name
on it.
However, Mary Dawson. edi-
tor in chief of The Arbiter, said
Newbold read the satire, and was
aware of the issues at hand.
Dawson also said it was a "bad
choice" for the paper to run the
satire:
"As with most satires, it went
badly," Dawson said.
Dawson also said she believes
it is unfair to bring this issue out
at this point in the campaign and
.that the satire was not malicious
toward OELA.
Newbold said later that he read
the headline aill! "maybe the first
paragraph."
"1did not read it in its entirety,"
Newbold said. . .
Martinez said he brought up
the issue because he was offend-
edby the piece and has concerne
as a' Latino faculty member if
Newbold were to be elected. .
"There is no room fo'rracism in
satire," Martinez said. .
I'
"
Shiites, Kurds pledge to
set aside differences in
power~sharingtalks
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Shiite leader
Ibrahim [aafari and Kurdish leader Ialal
Talabani reached a tentative agreement
Wednesday to set aside their differences
and focus on forming a new government,
opening the way for a deal that will give
Iraq its first Kurdish president and an
Islamist prime minister.
Addressing a news conference af-
ter talks in the northern city of
Suleimaniyah, the two leaders said they
had agreed to allow the newly elected
National Assembly to thrash out the
sharp policy differences between Kurds
and Shiites that had been holding up the
formation of a new government.
T?labani said the Kurds had dropped
their demand for the Shiite coalition
to agree in advance to incorporate the
disputed town of Kirkuk into the region
of Kurdistan. Iaafarl said the Shiite co-
alition was dropping its demand for a
clause in Iraq's temporary constitution
to be shelved. That clause will allow any
three provinces to veto in a popular ref-
erendum the new permanent constitu-
tion that the assembly will write.
Both leaders said they would abide
by the existing temporary constitution
drawn up under the supervision of the
former U.S. administration and leave it
to the National Assembly to make any
changes.
"We have a law that was agreed on:'
jaafari said. "Issues that need modifying
will need the agreement of two-thirds,
and new issues will have to be voted in-
side parliament. I think this methodol-
ogy will enable the new Iraq to solve its
problems by democratic, parliamentary
means."
On Kirkuk, Talabani said that the
Kurds had "agreed to abide by paragraph
number 58 (of the temporary constitu-
tion) in order to stabilize the situation
and to work together in a reasonable
way." The temporary constitution' calls
for the status of Kirkuk to be settled
only after a permanent constitution has
been ratified, after land disputes arising
from Saddam Hussein's attempt to drive
Kurds from the city have been resolved
und.after a census has been taken.
Talabani and Iaafari also said they
. .
national nat.ronat
recognized the importance of including
members ofIraq's Sunni minority, which
largely stayed away from the polls, in the
new government, though there is still no
firm agreement on how to do that.
Fosse~tcompletes
around-the-world flight.
SALINA,Kan, - Steve Fossett had just
endured 67 hours In a cramped cockpit,
with only milkshakes for sustenance, not
knowing for half the way whether he had
enough fuel to get home.
But when he emerged from the cock-
pit of his GlobalFlyer at 2 p.rn, CST,hav-
ing become the first to fly a plane solo
around the world without refueling, one
might have thought he was returning
from an afternoon jaunt.
Fossett seemed to take his latest ad-
venture in stride, but city leaders and
aviation authorities called it a very big
deal.
"This is a monumental achievement in
aviation:'saidDavidHawksettofl:ondon,
who assesses scientific achievements for
Guinness World Records. In terms of sig-
nificant firsts, he said, Fossett's feat is on
par with the 1969moon landing and the
1953climb up Mount Everest.
"This kind ofthing makes people sit up
and say, 'Wow, look what can be done! '"
More importantly, Hawksett said, it
"inspires kids all over the world."
Clif Berry Ir., who wrote 2002's
"Milestones of the First Century of
Flight:' said Fossett's accomplishment
was "an incredible feat."
"just imagine, there you are all alone
at 45,000 feet, with no chance to refuel.
It's just marvelous:' Berry said.
people, who apparently had mastered
tool-making and hunting tens of thou-
sands of years ago.
Dean Falk, an anthropologist at
Florida State University, led an interna-
tional team of researchers that described
a hobbit's unique braincase in Friday's
online edition of the journal, Science.
"I thought we were going to see a lit-
tle chimpanzee-like brain, and I was
wrong," she said. "I'm bowled over."
Archaeologists have unearthed the
bones of eight hobbits, formally known
as Homo floresiensis, but only one skull.
Falk CAT-scanned that fragile, 18,000-
year-old skull, then created a clear resin
copy that she could study.
Although just one-third the size of the
average modern human brain, the hob-
bit brain turned out to have several fea-
tures that could indicate higher thinking
skills, she said.
For instance, the brain had enlarged
temporal lobes, an area that is bigger in
humans and helps with functions such
as memory and emotion. Another area,
called Brodmann's area 10,was also big-
ger than expected; in humans, this re-
gion is involved in undertaking initia-
tives and planning future actions.
Young adults back Bush




researchers find WASHINGTON- Social Security is all
about older people, but in the debate
about changing it, a lot of the politics is
about young people.
Polls indicate that President Bush
is losing support for his push to partly
privatize Social-Security, but the one
group he's winning support from may be
the most important politically, especial-
ly in years to come - young people.
A new poll released Wednesday found
DALLAS- Frodo and Bilbo might have
met their intellectual match in the pre-
historic hobbits from Indonesia.
New research shows that the tiny hu-
mans; nicknamed "hobbits," who once
inhabited thelndonesianisland of Flores
had relatively advanced brains capable
of higher levels of thinking and cogni-
tion. The finding meshes with archaeo-
logical studies of these long-vanished
.national
that those ages 18-29,the only age group
that solidly supports Bush's idea of using
their tax money to fund private retire-
ment accounts, is also the only group
whose support for the idea has increased
in recent months, although by a statisti-
cally insignificant margin.
That eye-catching political fact could
influence the debate over Social Security,
even though the young people's tilt isn't
enough to offset opposition from all
other age groups. If Bush can use the
promise of private investment accounts
to turn young people into Republicans,
they were the only age group that went
for Democratic presidential candidate
john Kerry last year, that shift could ce-.
ment an enduring Republican majority.
"It has the potential to dramatically
change the political landscape:' said
Democratic strategist Erik Smith.
In his bid to transform Social Security
_ and perhaps U.S. politics - Bush is
driving a generational wedge into the
country. He vowed not to change Social
Security benefits for those ages 55 and
older, hoping to ease the concerns of
older Americans. They tend to vote
Republican, but more importantly they
turn outto vote more than any other age
group.
Yeteven if the elders turn against Bush
and his party, generational change is
coming.
Younger Americans - those born since
the stagflation ofthe '70s and the Reagan
revolution of the '80s - tend to like Bush's
call to let them invest their tax dollars in
markets.
The poll by the Pew Research Center
showed that 66 percent of those ages 18-
29 support private accounts, up from 64
percent in December.
Yen Le Espiritu to
speak on war, race, and
immigration at Boise State
The Department of Sociology at Boise
State University.presents a lecture by
Yen Le Espiritu at 6:30 p.m. Thursday,
March 31, InRoom 106ofthe Liberal Arts
Building, located west of the Student
Union Building on University Drive. The
lecture is free and open to the public.
local/bsu
Espiritu, a professor of ethnic stud-
ies at the University of California, San
Diego, will speak on "War, Race, and
Asian Immigration."
Espiritu specializes in gender, mi-
gration' race, U.S. militarism, refugee
studies, and Asian American studies.
She recently published "Home Bound:
Filipino American LivesAcross Cultures,
Communities and Countries."
Espiritu's address is part of the de-
partment's Spring 2005 Guest Lecture
Series.
Through the looking
glass - he stole her heart
and that's not all
ACharlottesville, N.C., man proposed
to his girlfriend and presented her with
wedding and engagement rings, which,
unbeknownst to her, he had stolen from
a downtown jewelry store.
Thinking that he had bought them
there, she went to that very same store to
have the rings resized. The clerk recog-
nized the goods.
We're the victims here,
officer
1\\'0 burglars broke into' a home in
Kaldred, Denmark, but a witness saw
them and took the keys to' their car.
When they came out carrying their loot,
he confronted them and ordered them to
put the stuff back.
Unable to end the impasse, the bur-
glars called the police for help.
I'll get you ... tomorrow
at the latest
Believing his wife was cheating on
him, a man decided to hijack a bus and
ram it into her trailer home. He came up
with the idea after drinking tequila, so
his plan had a few flaws. Among them:
he did the hijack in Utah, but the wife's
trailer was ill' Nebraska, hundreds of
miles away.
At any rate, the police intercepted him
before he made the Colorado state line.
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Shorter school year at BSU
BY LIZ HUERTR HRLE
News Writer
Faculty Senate recently ap-
proved changes made- to the
Boise Stine academic calendar for
2005-2006. As a result, the school
year at Boise State will be shorter.
Mark Wheeler, dean o"f enroll-
ment services, said the revisions
to the calendar were made to ad-
dress concerns of students, fac-
ulty, and staff.
Students and faculty will
now receive a full week off
for Thanksgiving. Students
will be able to enjoy a longer
Thanksgiving break, allowing
them additional time to travel
and spend time with family.
There will be four weeks in-
stead of three between the fall
and spring semesters. "Faculty
gets an extra week to do research
between fall and spring semes-
ters. The extra week between se-
mesters also gives staff more time'
to do end-of-term and start-of-
term processing like grading, fi-
nancial aid, disbursement, etc.,"
Wheeler said.
Spring semester classes will be-
gin a week later, the day after the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday.
Classes will still end on the same
week in Mayas the current year.
Under the old calendar, Boise
State had more instructional days
when compared to other schools
in Idaho. "In fact, the calendar of
the last few years did have more
class days than the calendar of
Checkour the monrhly @~~"'~
G,oups of rhree or
piercing specials. this more will get discounts
month is lip on pierclngs (no!
piercings fa, $20 induding sale items).
All New Moon piercings include We have designs for the new
the jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
instructions. We stand by our piercings, from pictures you bring in.
and offer free follow up service.
NewMoon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375·1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"
five to 10 years ago," Wheeler
said
Boise and Meridian school dis-
tricts began their fall 2005 semes-
ter a week later to avoid conflict-
ing with the Western Idaho Fair.
When considering whether Boise
State should follow the same for-
mat, Wheeler said Boise State did
not have the same conflict with
the fair.
"Even though we like to keep
our calendar and that of the pub-
lic schools aligned, we couldn't
change our start date without
unraveling all the calendar im-
provements."
With changes made to the new
calendar, the fall semester will
have one less class and the spring
semester will have two less class-
es, but class length will remain
the same. Both semesters' num-
ber ofinstructional calendar days
still meets the state board of ed-
ucation's standards. Tuition and
fees will not change. Students
will be required to do the same
amount of work while receiving
the same credit hours as before.
"The committee [student, fac-
ulty, and staff representatives]
met for several months to come
up with its recommendation,
then it took a while for it to get ali
the agenda of the Faculty Senate
and the president's cabinet. The
Faculty Senate approved the
new calendar last spring, and the






WASHINGTON - Take heart:
College tuitions are soaring, but
fewer families are paying the
sticker price. .'
Amuitibillion-dollar surge in fi-
nancial aid based on merit - rath-
er than only on financial need - is
the big reason. Fourteen states
now offer residents merit-based
grants to help middle-class fami-
lies meet college costs. Hundreds
of colleges and universities woo
top scholars and gifted musicians
with tuit ion breaks regardless of
family income.
"It defies the principles of lots
of vice presidents for finance, but
it makes sense to the parents,"
said Kevin Coveney, the admis-
sion dean at Washington College
in Chestertown, Md., where any
high school National Honor
Society member is guaranteed a
$10,000 tuition break.
The effect of all the new aid is
to drive down the number of stu-
dents who are footing full college
costs themselves. It's 3~ percent
now, down from 45 percent in
2000, according to the National
Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators. At private
four-year colleges, the num-
ber drops to just 17percent. The
aid's abundance makes tuition
increases. for many students as
theoretical as list price increases
for new cars.
Georgia's HOPEscholars - high
school grads with B averages in
college prep courses - get free tu-
ition at state schools plus $300.
Florida's Bright Futures scholars
get three-quarters tuition breaks
plus $300 at state schools if they
earn B averages and SAT scores
of 970 or better. B-plus students
with 1270 SATscores get free tu-
ition. Students at in-state private
colleges in Georgia and Florida
get equivalent breaks.
Michigan asks only that its stu-
dents pass a state exam to score a
$2,500 grant for a state school or
$1,000 for an out-of-state one.
The programs are huge. Georgia
has spent $2.3 billion on 800,000
students since its pioneering
program began in 1993. Florida's
merit grants now help 120,000
college kids; Michigan's, 49,000.
So popular are the state initia-
tives, many funded with lottery
revenues or tobacco-settlement
proceeds, that legislators find
\'
II
they're difficult to cut, especially
given that tuition increases aver-
aged 10.5 percent at public uni-
versities last year. That's about
four times the overall inflation
rate.
- The biggest fans are "mainly
middle-class families:' accord-
ing to Jamie Merisotis, the presi-
dent of the Institute for Higher
.Education Policy in Washington,
which promotes access to college.
"It's due both to rising tuitions
and the belief that if low-income
people are getting a benefit, there
should be something for other
groups based on merit."
To be sure, most of the more
than $75 billion in annual aid for
higher education remains need-
based. But the growth is in merit
aid. States now spend a quarter
of their scholarship money on
merit awards, up from 10percent
a decade ago, according to finan-
cial aid organizations. Merit aid's
share of private college scholar-
ships is 36 percent, compared
with 27 percent in the early '90s.
"We've found hundreds of new
awards in the past year:' said
Baird Johnson, the vice president
for production and marketing at
FastWeb, an Internet database
scoured by seekers ofmerit-based
aid. FastWeb's directory grew 20
percent this year, according to
Johnson.
For high school seniors, the
hunt for merit-based help means
a new round of applications in
the spring after they've won col-
lege admission. "It takes as much
legwork as applying to college,
with all the applications and es-
says and recommendations,"
said Barbara Weintraub, a college
counselor at James Hubert Blake
High School in Washington's'
Maryland suburbs.
Suzanne Adjogah, 17, an aca-
demically outstanding senior at
nearby Montgomery Blair High
School, is undeterred. She's al-
ready scored a $30,000 schol-
arship from the University of
Pittsburgh. Now she's trying to
piece together a combination of
need-based aid, merit grants and
loans that would make New York
University in New York City. her
first choice, equally affordable.
She doubts she'll succeed, how-
ever, and when asked her parents'
preferences, Adjogah said: "They
want me to gowhere I'd be happy.






Attention 'Students and Faculty:
Bring your current Boise State
University Student or Faculty
ID to Sun Valley any ,day from
March 7, 2005 through April 7,
2005 to receive a 1/2 price lift'
pass for a buddy when you
purchase a full dOylift pass.
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rest of us are? We, the students, need to
take back our university, ana' the Taco
BeJlArena is part of that. The reputation
of BSUthat Mr. Rose is so worried about
has already been scarred. The only way
we can regain our reputation as a social-
ly concerned university is to join the 20





Myself, like many BSU students, rit-
ualisticaJly look forward to each new
edition of The Arbiter, not just for the
incredibly slanted articles and right-
wing jabs, but mostly for the crossword
puzzles. However, there is one aspect of
your crossword puzzle that I would like
EDITDfl:l(lIleGorbam 3'lS-Bi!D~1I106 ·'Iltters.erblleronltne.com
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ASBSU senators must regain
their power to impeach
BY RUBREY SRLRZRR
Columnist
into compelling the Senate to vote
either for or against impeach-
ment out in the open. Morris cited
the Sunshine Laws in his peti-
tion as precedence in this matter.
Imagine that, a Republican want,
ing an open meeting. This com-
plaint was also thrown out.
Other last ditch attempts by
President Morriss were that some
senators were publicly biased
and politicaJly motivated. In cit-
ing this, President Morriss did
more to hurt his case than help
it. Even if there was public dis-
sention among some senators,
President Morriss further eroded
his chances at an impartial hear-
ing by pointing fingers and ques-
tioning the integrity of a few sen-
ators that he must now still·face,
since the complaint was ruled to
have no merit.
In understanding why President
Morriss would want an open de-
liberation might go to the heart
of what these impeachment pro-
ceedings have become. The uni-
versity administration, state leg;
Islators, and well-known figure-
heads have come out in support
of President Morriss.
In wanting to sweep this mess
under the rug, there may be stiff
consequences for those senators
who wish to simply vote on the
facts according to the rules, gov-
erning ethics, and bylaws. These
senators are students, students
who are at the mercy of univer-
sity officials who make decisions
about their academic well-being.
These students are also citizens
who are at the mercy of state leg-
islators who make decisions about
their civil well-being. Who knows
what impact their vote may, have
on their studies, careers, or their
opportunities at this point. We
have to protect their anonymity
in this matter.
Each complaint by President
Morriss was subsequently dis-
missed, except one. The right of
the accused to have ample time
(24 hours) to read through the
list of accusations and prepare
a defense. Apparently, President
Moriss was not given this list
within the correct timeline,
which resulted in Chief Justice
Morris "arbitrarily" postponing
the trial (not 24hours later) for an
entire week.
It would have taken only one
senator to caJl for a vote on this
ruling by Chief Justice Morris to
wrap up the matter before them.
Unfortunately, these senators
have no idea what their role is.
If their puppet strings are not
snipped' and they do not seize
control away from the chief jus-
tice and other self-interested uni-
versity officials, this impeach-
ment should be seen as an indict-
ment against their competency as
well.
The impeachment hearings
in the case of ASBSU President
David Morriss began last week
and had an interesting twist. No
one seemed to know what they
were doing. Bewildered senators
and confused observers gathered
in the Jordan BaJlroom to launch a
proceeding that looked more like
a court of law than an impeach-
menttrial.
Todescribe the scene, President'
Morriss sat with his attorney or
"advisor" on one side, Sen. Blades
sat on the other as plaintiff, and
nine senators faced a room of stu-
dents, while Chief Justice Marc
Morris presided.
The main difference between a
court trial and an impeachment
is the power dispersal. Boise State
student government, the rules
and procedures, and aJl subse-
quent protocol is fashioned after
politics at the federal level. At the
federal level, the Senate not only
has the sole power to impeach,
but also has strong authority over
the proceeding.
President Moriss submitted a
letter to the Senate and the chief
justice at the onset of the hear-
ing concerning the nature of the
rules and procedures. At the end,
ChiefJustice Morris made a very
important ruling, which resulted
in the postponement of the irn-
, peachment trial. This ruling gave
President Morriss another week
to mount a more credible defense
and to do what he does best: find
more loopholes.
Contained in Morriss' petition
was the right for his legal counsel
to speak. In most university cases
of this nature, "advisors" are not
allowed to address any parties di-
rectly for the duration of the pro-
cedure. The "advisor" must sim-
ply sit idle and whisper in the ear
of the accused. Universities have
done aJl they can to avoid mirror-
ing their proceedings after courts
of law for the sake of differenti-
ating their purpose and motives
from those of a legal system seek-
ing justice. This includes limiting
the role oflawyers and refraining
from the use onega Ijargon (hence
the name "advisor").
While in theory I would dis-
agree with this, in this case,
Morriss should bear the burden
of defending himself and his ac-
tions openly and publicly and not
be able to use his mouthpiece on
retainer. The chief justice right-
fully threw out this complaint in
the petition.
Another complaint was about
the rules and procedures of the
Senate in deliberating upon the
charges and inquiries in secret.
Morriss tried unsuccessfully to
persuade Chief Justice Morris
Take back BSU
Dear Editor,
I'm writing in response to the letter
written by Dave Rose in regards to the
Taco Bell issue. I fail to see how a univer-
sity that voices its concerns for workers
in Immokalee Florida can be considered
a "mockery." The mockery of BSU was
already made when President Kustra
decided to accept the sponsorship from
Taco Bell. Your frustration should not
be at the.students who are brave enough
to stand up for .what is right, but instead
should be focused towards our president,
who has chosen finance over human
rights. Who cares that President Kustra
has stated that he will not back out of
the contract? Does President Kustra rep-
resent the opinion of the nearly 20,000
students at B5U? Is President Kustra
paying tuition to attend this university?
Is President Kustra still paying student
fees for the "Taco Bell Arena" like the
Dear Editor,
Will Kyoto Treaty passenger
U.S.A. please come to check-in;
the international flight is boarding
has sat around collecting dust
while the world waited for last
minute inductees such as Russia,
who finally signed in September
2004. President Clinton signed
the Kyoto Protocol in '97, but the
Senate struck it down by a mas-
sive margin of 95-0. Then, in
2001, Bush decided not to send,
delegates to Japan to partake in
the environmental crusade. be-
cause as he said, "[Everyone else!
thought the treaty. made sense. I
didn't." '. . .
.The decision notto join with the
European Union, Japan" China,
Russia, Canada, and other Kyoto
affiliates is almost as much ra-
tional as it is foolish and self-de-
structive. The problem Congress
had with raising emissions stan-
dards then and the problem Bush
has with it now, is that it places
an unfair burden on large devel-
oped nations, while the smaller
countries will suffer no econom-
ic repercussions. Sadly, the U.S.
releases a fifth of Earth's green-
house gases into the atmosphere, .
according to the NewYorkTimes,
while only furnishing four per-
cent of the human population.
In the case of China and India,
they combine to produce 14%of
the world's greenhouse gas emis-
sions, yet the ratified treaty ex-
empts them from any emission
reductions, because they are con-
tistics in matters of controversy.
It's no fluke that Bogus Basin has
been disappointing for the last
five winters. Idaho's snow pack
has been on the steady decline
for years. According to the Union
of Concerned Scientists, "Seven
of the ten warmest years in the
.twentieth century occurred in
the 1990s... [with] 199B [being]
the hottest year since reliable
instrumental temperature mea-
surements began."
Bush isn't to blame for Bogus
Basin's barren, snow-lacking
slopes and miserable. perfor-
mance over the years, but he is
to blame for ignoring it. There
is a major difference between
Clinton's global warming ap-
proach and Bush's. Clinton con-
vinced himself, but couldn't con-
vince Congress. Bush didn't even
try to convince himself. The U.S.is
easily the largest emitter of green-
house gases by country and espe-
cially per capita. Global warming
needs a shot to the jugular, but
without U.S. participation, the
battle for global homeostasis is
forecasted to be a very even bout.
In 2012, when progress is evalu-
ated, it will become apparent that
the reason the problem will only
be halfway fixed is because for





Understandably, we do not
have the money to participate in a
legally binding endeavor such as
Kyoto with so much of our econ-
omy dependent on the energy, ef-
ficiency, and convenience of fossil
fuels. Our livelihood depend» on
the raw energy fossil fuels provide
for American power plants and
American cars, which continually
burn them at voracious rates. .
These greenhouse gases rise: in.
.' sooty spires of.pollutl0Jt<is,d1¢Y
condense in heaps'otirremrivall1e
insulation at the tip-top of our at-
mosphere, where they linger like
mile-high trash dumps, detain-
ing heat and melting our ice caps.
They condense in our atmosphere
and insulate the border between
where earth ends and outer space
begins. Under normal conditions,
the heat produced on earth rises
and diffuses through the atmo-
sphere into space. Unfortunately,
with excessive greenhouse gas
accumulation in the atmosphere,
heat gets trapped inside and tem-
peratures subsequently rise.
Keep in mind that global warm-
ing is still a controversial theory
_ at least as far as the U.S. is con-
cerned. politicians, the energy
industry, utility companies, and
manufacturers in the U.S. will
deny it, but I've always trusted
common sense and reliable sta-
The world is finally banding to-
gethertoambushtheglobalwarm-
ing problem before it gets uncon-
trollably cancerous. A historical
international treaty was recently
ratified by nearly every industri-
alized nation. Unfortunately, the
U.S. did not initialit, or attemptto
participate.
On Feb. 16, 140 nations signed
the Kyoto Treaty, an interna-
tional blueprint mapping out an
environmentally-consciences
course for minimizing global
warming by reducing the output
:of greenhouse gases. Of the 140
participating countries, 35 are
industrialized nations and are re-
quired to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 5%between
the years 200Band 2012, as com-
pared to their emission numbers
from 1990.The remaining chunk
of countries are not developed
enough to produce substantial
amounts of pollution and will
only be involved in the credit
trading component of the Kyoto
Treaty.
The treaty has been in the
works since 1997,when the Kyoto
protocol was first negotiated. The
1997protocol was the rough draft
version of the 2005 treaty, which
to see amended: the answer key. As I'm
sure you know, most newspapers print
the answers to crossword puzzles in the
following edition. The root of this com-
plaint may possibly be more ofa personal
flaw than an editorial mistake; I have no
self-control to stop myself from glanc-
ing at the answers. But the answers are
upside down? Askany crossword puzzler
and they will tell you that it takes mere
microseconds to lock in on the clue you
want and read it, even though it is upside
down. Sometimes I cut the answers out
ofthe page to stop this uncontrollable
glancing, but as the removal is being
done, I can't help but memorize certain
clues, even though I force myself not to
look. So if you could help me curb my
obsession with cheating and post the an-
SWErS to each edition's crossword puzzle
on another page or in the following edi-
tion, I might be able to find some self
gratitude in knowing that, even though
I'm sure I can't complete a whole puzzle,
I at least didn't cheat.
Dustin Shively
Mechanical Engineering
don't vote for people just because they
are your friends. Being a responsible
voter means investigating these stu-
dents, knowing what they are all about,
and learning what they can do for you as
. a student and member of this campus.
If you think that the ASBSUofficers do
nothing, then let them know that you do
care and vote in the next election.
Let's stop pointing fingers, BSU!
Let's take action. Before you vote, go to
The Arbiter website or simply read The
Arbiter; all the information you need is at
your fingertips. Let the candidates know
you care by showing them your interest.
Also, don't only investigate the ones run-
ning for president and vice president,
take the time to see who is running for
your specific academic college, and see
what they plan to do for you as your rep-
resentative senator. Let's get away from
ignorance and make an intelligent vote.
Take action and vote
responsibly, BSU
Dear Editor,
Somehow it seems that almost every
student I've asked in the last few weeks
have ripped on the Senate and the ASBSU
officers. Everyone likes to point fingers,
but no one wants to take the responsi-
bility. What responsibility you ask? Most
BSU students don't seem to realize that
they're the ones who voted these stu-
dents into office. They say that all the
Senate does iswaste time, give the school
a bad rep, and vote on silly laws.
Wei! then, take action! How, you ask?
Be a responsible voter; It's as simple as
that. Ifyou don't vote because you think
your vote won't count, you have been
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I'm getting pretty sick of Boise.
It's not nearly as fun as I remem-
ber it in "the old days." And for
that matter, neither is the Boise
State campus, or the world.
The bars downtown get old.
Drinking beer used to be fun.
Dancing the night away after
pounding four or five Long Island
iced teas used to mean so much
more. But now, my desire to even
go near downtown has evaporat-
ed .:'
Granted, yes, the age range
skews a little young at the bars
that I frequent, so that's my fault
for.going back and hanging with
the recently-turned-21 crowd, or
even worse, the 23-to-24-year-
olds that still haven't gotten over
. the novelty of turning 21, and run
, around like crazy idiots.
Boise State seems to be head-
ing toward the dumper in much
the same way. There are so many
things to do, or- events to attend
on campus that it blows the mind.
But every time I head to one, I'm
astonished 'at the lack of atten-
dance, and interest, by the stu-
dent body at large. .
I've been to a few of the Coffee
House Concerts, and crap, no-
body is there. So, it's aThursday
night, I know. But free music in a
central campus location? Where
the hell is everybody? The few
exceptions I've seen to this trend
are the random large group atten-
dances by students at free mov-
ies in the Special Events Center.
Bring in "Napoleon Dynamite" or
a Keanu Reeves flick and people
flock .
I suppose my complaint, from
here, heads toward society in gen-
eral. Young people do not care
about anything anymore. .
Sure, I see the random individ-
ual here or there that blows my
mind with their community in-
volvement, butmuch like the eco-
nomlc.trend in the United States
(where the rich get richer and the
poor get poorer), the active get
more active and the less active
. are turning into zombies before
my eyes. ,
Please, don't let my "less active"
tagline confuse you into thinking
I'm talking about exercise. SOre,
there are always plenty of people
in the RecCenter, but the percent-
age of intelligence of its frequent-
ers isno higher than the popula-
tion I criticize. In fact, there is an
even larger shift in this body to
care more about what theylook
like than anything else. (This is
a much different argument, and I======================~=======================================
could be a column of its own, 1=
however.)
Televislon,movies,videogames?
Are these poisoning the mind of
today's youth, that coincidentally,
.is rapidly emerging as the leaders
of today and tomorrow? Probably
not. People just don't care any-
more. And why should they? The.
world raves about how Important
independent thought is, but with
it, much like Spiderman's dead
. uncle would say, comes great reo
sponsibility. ."
If everyone is free to think on
their own, then they are just as
free to think that the world is a
waste and their time is better
spent Iturning a cold' shoulder
to everything going on around
them. Maybe that's where reli-
gion comes in - it gives the bored
· and completely fruitless a reason
. not to squash everything and ev-
eryone around them. (Again, off-
topic rant is probably worth a col-
· umn of its own.)
, I, for one, am not·holding any-
'one specifically· responsible for
this trend, but if someone were to
sho\v up In the quad and shout at
random passersby to get out an,d
do:shmethlngwith their lives, this
'campus, this city,andthis planet,
I would applaud. ... ' ....•
... I'm the world's biggest hypo-
crite for not actually doing some-
thing about it myself, but it's a big
enough hassle for me just to make
itihrough a complete day.And it's






The Arbiter is looking to publish quality
stUdent work inits pages. Starting
. with this issue, we will begin running
;;poetry, fiction, non-fiction, art, and
, . llnyother type of student works that are
appropriate. The goal is to really show
off the talented writers that are all over
campus, and would not get recognition
otherwise. .
If you are interested in submitting your
work for print, or know of someone else




have you ever tried swallowing
with your mouth open
it's unnatural
B Y 5 HR R D'U E 5
have you ever had a nightmare
about being a child trapped
in clown heaven
it's disturbing








" Thethurtder ofalate August lash
, , Ani:Uhe crash
Ofthesoul ... .'...
-Weare the reavers Within it
Provoking delicate' dreams
Through a fragile breeze that
Castsus' into endless missions
Qf seadIeams and cloud watching'
;:!,Al1dfit1ldsailing .
"'alall fl5illing
friej,\d...are the soul reavers
Bee in One's Bonnet
If I seem boxed like
a honey' bee
it's because you slipped
~ me on like an
~oversized sweater
r-"'\ put on for warmth
\....Jfrom the bedroom to
the dim bathroom,
" bee in one's bonnet.
N. :::5IfIseem !ifeless,
~ lack-luster, or
~ less open it is
~
because of you
, who took from me the
one thing I learned
from you how to make
you are the queen.
you lack the nectar. have you ever wanted to be kissed
only to get a firm handshake
it's frustrating
have you ever thought about
what your dog's voice sounds like
~ it's a deep baritone
~
have y.ou ever contemplated
the meaning of life
and come up with nothing .
it's a possibility




are works of fiction
it's embarrassing
. have you ever washed a grasshopper





I am tne honey ,
. bee, a social
insect that is boxed.
the worker bee,
my wings stroke making
a buzz through you
-when flowers don't bloom.
have you ever eaten gummy worms for
breakfast
chocolate chip cookies for lunch





Aqueduct performed their unique tunes at the Neurolux on Friday.
The power of Aqueduct's
performance is definitely in
their closing. Not because of
some grandiose and climat-
ic finish, but because their
unique sound has finally
crept into your brain by this
time. You've finally digested
just what it is you are listen-
ing to and recognize the po-
tential in the band's electric
originality.
The show Friday night at
the Neuroiux marked the
band's first stop on a new tour
that will hit the east coast be-
fore heading back to Seattle.
Aqueduct rolled into Boise
around two hours late, and
the trio basically jumped out
of the van and on stage. Over
60 people in the audience
waited to see if the road wea-
ry band could shake off the
miles and deliver a show.
Asthey started into their set,
it was evident the trip had lit-
tie effect on the performance.
The band piled through their
first song, "Hardcore Days &
Softcore Nights," with ample
energy and precision. The
crowd was tentative at first,
but AquedUCt's type of mu-
sic isn't something that you
latch onto like a pop tune. It's
the tortoise versus the hare;
slowly but surely it wins the
race over the flash-in-the-
pan pop trash. It has the lon-
gevity of something thought
out and conceived with cre-
ativity.
Soon enough, Aqueduct's
quirky sound tenderized the
crowd with lively percussion
and a synthesizer piano - an
odd combo for sure, but me-
lodically powerfuL
The band played well, but
when your hottest song is a
Journey cover, it could mean
there is something wrong.
Not so with Aqueduct. The
band's sound simply takes
time to digest, and the more
you give it a chance. the fur-
ther it creeps into your good
graces. For three bucks at
the 'Lux, this show was well
worth the time.
make 'The Jacket' a successful dark thriller
4412 Aviation Way
caldwell,IO 83605
W;~~kda" Jumps as low as S9&t
(208) 455-2359
Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSUElection Board - 2 openings
2. ASBSUFee Proposal Committee - Several openings
3. ASBSUFinancial Manager
4. BSUBookstore Advisory Committee - 3 openings
5. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee - 1 opening
6. BSUFood Services Advisory Committee - Several openings
7. BSUNon-di~crimination & Affirmative Action Committee -1 opening
8. BSUParking Citations Appeals Review Board - 1 opening
9. BSU publicalion~ Board - 5 openings
10. BSURecreation Center Board of Governors - 3 openings
11. BSUStudent Union Board of Governors - 2 openings
12. BSUUniversity Acce~sibility Committee - Several opening~
13. Cultural Center Advi~ory Board - , opening
14. Senator for College of Applied Technology
15. Senator for College of Health Sciences
16. Senator for Graduate College
17. Women'~ Center Advisory Center - , opening
For more Information, pl.ase contact Personnel Recruitment Coordinator Joyce Ward at 426-1147.








Open 11-30.m. Mon-Thurs, 11-40.m. Fri/Sot &
Noon-30.m. Sundoy
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
COURTESY GAME INFORMER
PHIlTO COlJlITESY UF !\HT
pressed video on Sony's swap-
pable Memory Stick flash stor-
age cards, which are available in
capacities ranging from 32 MB
to over 1 GB. The unit will retail
in a "Value Pack" which includes
a set of headphones, a soft carry-
ing case, a 32 MB Memory Stick,
cleaning cloth, and a demo disc
for $249.99.
Of course, the PSP's multime-
dia features are fine and good,
but what about the games? Simply
put, you've never seen a handheld
system that features graphics of
this sophistication. The PSP's 4.3-
inch, 16:9wide screen LCDscreen
is a thing of beauty, capable of
producing millions of colors in
extremely high-resolution. Under
the hood, the 333MHz CPUallows
developers to create ambitious,
graphically intensive games that
are more akin to current home
console titles than they are to
games on the recently released
Nintendo DS.
At this point, battery life and
durability are really the only ques-
tion marks for the PSP.publishers
arc already lining up to produce ,
games for the new system, and .
its launch lineup includes such -
high profile titles as Metal Gear .
Acid, Tony Hawk's Underground
2 Remix, Need for Speed Rivals,
and Tiger Woods PGATour.
Given Sony's long and success-
ful history in the electronics and
gaming markets, we expect the
PSP to be a serious contender and
wouldn't be surprised if the unit's
sleek design makes it the next "it"
gadget of the rich and famous.
Sony is already billing the PSP as
the "Walkman of the 21st centu-
ry," and the unit looks to be one of
2005's hottest items for the tech-
savvy consumer ..
For more video game news and
reviews, check out the latest is-
sue of Game Informer or visit the
magazine's Web site at www.ga-
meinformer.com. .
Ifyour idea of a handheld gam-
ing system is limited to the Game
Boy you had as a kid, Sony is
about to shatter your preconcep-
tions. On March 24, the Japanese
electronics giant will launch
its long-awaited PSP (short for
PlayStation Portable) system in
the United States, the most tech-
nologically advanced handheld
ever released. Instead of car-
tridges, PSP games will comeon
Sony's new, miniature Universal
Media Discs (UMDs), which can
store a whopping 1.8 GB of data.
In addition to games, Sony has al-
ready announced that a selection
of UMD movies will be available
at and around launch, including
"Spider-Man2" (which comes free
with the first million PSPs sold in
America), "XXX,""Hellboy," and
"Once Upon a Time In Mexico."
You'll also be able to use the
unit to play music files and com-
Localarttst releases two newalbmns
:-- -----------.:.---'-',r.- __ --'---~M~R~R~O:-:.7-=2--=O:....:O:....::S:...-~
_BY ERIC RRUEIiSCROFT
Culture Writer
Local singer and producer Paul
Matthew Peterson recently re-
leased two new albums, stretch-
ing from classic rock and coun-
try to blues. Produced at Boise's
Cunningham Audio Productions,
Peterson does lead vocals for
CHOPSHOP's-"Go Scratch This"
and StratO'Loungers' "Built to
Last."
While "Go Scratch This" is
billed as a "brand-new classic
rock concept CD," it wavers on
country rock more than clas-
sic. The first few tracks are aver-
age classic rock songs, but by the
fourth song, "Hard to Please," the
album shifts into more country-
based guitar and the usual topics
of money and women.
Any person from this area can
relate to the frigid lyrics of "Get
Out": "I need a shot to warm my
bones I Ain't got nothing leftl To
get warm, swear I'a sell my soull
Got to get out of this cold," but
"Go Scratch This" is seven tracks
and 24 minutes of country rock
that isn't remarkable.
"Built to Last," Peterson's sec-
ond and much stronger release,
is a solid album ofblues, with just
about everything, including sa-
loon-style piano, keyboard, sax-
ophone, horns, and harmonica.
Most tracks are based in the clas-
sic blues riff and beat, with the
album's most introspective song
questioning whether a person
well off enough to go on vacation
can experience the blues like a
person endlessly living in a rough
neighborhood.
"Built to Last" is best on its two
8-minute jams and average on
others. "Take a Ride" opens with
a sweet gultar and piano blend,
drifting into, "Side streets lined
with broken dreams I Broke my
heart down in New Orleans ...
Really got no right, to sing the
blues." The other long jam,
"Anonomous [sicIAicoholic,"
features harmonica from John
Nemeth, but the song is almost
ruined by the out-of-place key-
board for a minute of the record-
ing.
Itis clear on the unnamed tenth
track where Peterson's tastes lie:
"George Jones and George Straitl
Kick Snoopy Dogg's ass 'bout any
dayl Hip-hop over to the jukebox
and playa hundred bucks worth
of country."
Both discs were released Feb.
22, and are available at The
Record Exchange and Music
Exchange.
Web site-of the week: 1\cn
Atom Films' vaults chock full of ~
alternative movies and animation
BY JOSEF FIRI4RGE
Culture Writer
and Pat Morita. Almost every film
is original, and many are worth
watching, depending on your
tastes. Some of the animation
shorts are the best Atom Films
has to .offer, Remember "The
Critic," voiced by John Lovitz?
Well, Atom Films is now the only
place carrying the series. And the
British animated mockumenta-
ry, "Creature Comforts," by Nick
Park, is an Oscar Winner ..
Following each film is the op-
portunity to "write a review, tell
a friend, or get a newsletter." The
reviews are averaged out and the
film earns a rating based on this
method.
The spotlight category may be
the largest, being broken up into
the subcategories of series, col-
lections, hi-def, blog, greatest
hits, downloads, and showcase.
Depending on your sensibili-
ties, much of the content matter
may offend you, but a fair share of
it won't. Accessing the site is safe,
as each category precedes the
material. Most of the shocking
and offensive films can be found
in the Extreme section. However,
each film has a rating of sorts as
a small heading, describing the
film, adequately letting the view-
er know what he or she is about to
view.
Atom Films is a great site for
anyone who loves film and espe-
cially those with cinematic aspi-
rations of their own. Atom Films
is an inspiration to those who long
for the independent touch and
are tired of the too-often canned
feeling coming out of Hollywood.
The site has enough to keep you
viewing for months, so grab your
friends, sit back, and watch.
Go directly to the site www.
atomfilms.com.
What is Atom Films? -
Film. Awhole database of film.
They've got short films of every
kind. They've got short-short
films of every kind. Atom Films is
a database of films broken up into
the categories of animation, com-
edy, music, spotlight, extreme,
action, and drama. Each category
is chocked full of old, new, and
classic films that have stayed the
Atom Films test of time. Atom
Films has been around for quite
a few years now, and they're not
going anywhere.
Most of the films are from un-
known animators, directors, and
actors, but many can be seen with
directors you know and actors
you'll recognize, such as Matthew
McConaughey, BillyBobThorton,
[b 0 0 k r e Ulew ]~================
'Eberron:: Marked for Death'
A worthwhile read for fantasy lovers
that the last 11pages were a glos-
sary (with the names, words, and
their meanings) that will help the.
reader in their journey through
Kandler's world. The remaining
two books in this trilogy are due
out next year, and it is my hope




power to kill or revive a~y living
thing) that Espre has upon her
back and the villains' vile queen
covets.
Journeying with Kandler and
Burch are a group of knights
called The Silver Flame, who are
led by Deothin, One of the knights
under his protection and tutelage
is, Sallah, a young hot-headed
lady-knight that often jumps into
the fray without thinking Like the
rest in Kandler's group, Sallah
wishes to help Kandler rescue
Espre before some harm can be-
fall the young elf girl.
The whole story is werth read-
ing, full of sword fights, flying
ships, magical creatures,. and
magic that left me wondering
what was going to happen next.
There were a few gory details that
I could have done without, but
they didn't stop me from enjoy-
ing "Marked for Death," When
.the end of the book is reached,
readers are left hanging, as Espre
is spirited away on a flying ship,
while Kandler can only watch
and follow. I also found it helpful
Matt Forbeck's newest release,
"Eberron: Marked for Death,~ is
the first book in a trilogy pub-
lished by the game card com-
pany Wizards of the Coast. It's
a rousing, action-packed sci-
ence-fiction/fantasy novel, full
of unknown and wondrous crea-
tures. Throughout the story, the
main character, Kandler, and his
shape-shifting friend Burch, are
chasing after a group of vampires
and a female shape-shifter called
Te'oma. Their mission is to res-
cue Kandler's elvin stepdaughter,
Espre, after the group of vile crea-
tures decimated the town where
he is a justicar (their form of sher-
iff). Espre has a Dragonmark, a
mystical mark that appears on the
skin when the bearer is just out of
childhood. These marks show that
the bearer has great power over a
certain element, like fire, In the
book, there are 13Dragonmarks;
twelve are known, and one had
been lost for centuries. It is this
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BY THE ARBITER SPORTS
STAFF
Broncos fall to UTE~8th seed in'~:..>'I:::}~'~/ '--:'-~:l-C-~-', ····.f~
tha~ ~d~gu~'~oints:~TB1~~~~~\l (16P~in~~j
plag\ie.d~B . . . . ,dK,arl.J1.l:'points) ~\soscored in>
167t>6it:l:t:~ff~ _,np0fi.1l. . .tibl~JiguresfQrtheBroJ}~os,,:, -.
thepa!gtih,tlle,fl~'tMlt,o:;""";i>:~i;.:;t,,~lli~'fi.ni~he4 the'; game:wi~h -.:
TheB~onCos llli4;ab$oluteltil~i·.~,;justJP~~ p~lints off just Z~lsho!?t;:.
insidegaIJtetqlitat~l\ the pig )ri~P.;,:;irig ~r!>rnthe field, but hegrabb!ld
for .theJdin~;~iveseniorJason ;'Ii game:high 14rebounds. H.enQY"
Ellis a hand; who pfuyed his 'fi~'-.'sits just fiire boards shy ofbe-
nal regular season game for the ing the first Bronco to score 9PO
Broncos, huthe had no help: . points and grab 900 rebounds
, Having just .two players score . in their career. Ellis should ac-
before halftime doesn't help ei- complish the feat Tuesday night
ther. - at 9:30 p.m. versus Tulsa in the .
However. a little grit and deter- ,{lrst round ofthe WACconference
mination did givethe Broncos a' tournament in Reno. .,
chance fora short-lived run in the The Broncos are the eight seed
second half. ' .'. in the tournament, and Tulsa is
Coining out of the half, the the ninth. The winner of the game
Broncos scored·1Z·straight and will play top~seeded Nevada 9n
brought the game within .12with }'hursday night. ,'
over 16rnlnutestoplay. As wit!'(,.'(,.'Tulsa and: Boise State split the.
any good run, the Broncos adr!,n; season series, as the horne team
aline gotthe best of them and they , won both games. The Broncos
couldn'tholdthe intensity, ,edged out Tulsa 72-71 in Bo~se
,OmarThomasbroke the run,O!) Jan. 6. Despite not having
and the ,~eriior'forward' for the Ellis, the Broncos used 20 points
Minersliseda,double-doubleto from, Blackburn to defeat the
overmatch' the Broncos. Thomas Hurricanes at horne.
scored 22poljtts and pulled down Last month, Tulsa defeated the
12 rebounds in his final horne Broncos 76·63 in Tulsa. jartus
game. ' Glimn dominated the Broncos
Another senior playing for the ' with 27 points in the contest. ' ',;
last-time in the center named af- Tulsa has lost two straight on
ter t1:1I~legendary coach who~as the road to finish off the reguiar
in attend\lncewith former-Miner .season. The Hurricanes (9·19, 5·
and NBAAll-Star:rim Hardaw,ay, •13WAC)have an almost Idenncal
was Filibert? Rivera. The .Puerto, ·.recordas they did going into tile
Rico native was injpred attwo conference tournament last sea-
differentthlles~n the game, but son, Last year they were 9·20 be-
still manage,dtosc()r~ 14 pohits:. •forfltheywete ousted in the f!Jist
and dis~edQut a game-high nlIlti round by SMU, .
assists..., _.,' '. ;, ."
Eric Lane led the,Broncoswith" , "
ady Broncos drop last home game toUTEP
, . ,
_ .... . . I'IlIlTO BY 5'lAIlIEf IllIEW5TtR ron: ARBITER
The LadyBroncoswill need a lullieam ellorllo go deep in IheWAC lourament.TheyplayUTEP,the san,telearn thetbeat themTbursday nigh!,tomol'rowalternoon.·. . -' '. -'," -' , " -. -- -,~.,.:' . ,
I'HOTO BY STANLEY IIIIEWSTf.R ITIIE ABlIITEn
JuniorTezBanks [aboveland IheBroncosplaylomorrownlghl in Ihe openinground ollhe 2004-05 WAC
lournament in Reno,Nev.,versus Tulsa,
BY ARBITER SPORTS STAFF
The Boise Slate women's basketball learn watched
their three seniors ride off inlo the sunset, literally, prior
to losing to VTEP 60"53 at the Taco BellArena Thursday
night.
Seniors Jodi Nakashima, Christie Paiz, and Cariann
Ramirez took a lillie trip around Ihe court on old·school
bikes as a way to say goodbye to their careers at Boise
Stale.
The Miners (12"16 overall, 7-11 Western Athletic
Conference) took at five· point lead'into the half and
held off a lale Broncos rally, twice, but Boise State (9"18,
4.14 WAC)couldn't get any closer than one in the sec·
ondhalf.
In a game that saw four lead changes and 44 turnovers,
the Broncos pulled back 10 within one point twice in the
second half, but VTEP made four straight free throws at
the end of the game to hold onto the win.
Boise Slate had three players in double figures, with
Cassidy Blaine leading with 13 and Michelle Hessing
and Benita Buggs each adding 10.Danan Penno led the
Miners with 15 points, and lzabela Piekarska had 14.
Kasia Krezel and Marta Dydek each chipped in 10.
Boise State was 17of 44 from the floor for 39 percent
while the Miners were 22 of 60 for 37 percent. VTEP
slightiy out·rebounded Boise State, 34 to 31, but turn·
overs were a factor in the game, as the Miners had 17,but
the Broncos had 27.
These two teams will meet up in the first round of the
conference tournament tomorrow afternoon at 1 p.m.
in Reno. The Broncos are the ninth seed and the Miners
are the eighth seed. The winner of the game will play La
Tech in the second round on Thursday. VTEP beat the
Broncos on NewYears Day in El Paso 71·69 in overtime.
Abrights pot for the Broncos is if they can get past the
Miners, the Broncos defeated ia Tech in Boise 62-59 on
Tan. 27. The Lady Techsters defeated the Broncos last
month 85-48 in Ruston,
This week's top performer se-
lection is not so much for what he
did on the hardwood this week-
end, but rather what he has done
the last four years as a Boise State
Bronco. Jason Ellis should be-
come the first Bronco to score 900
points and grab 900 rebounds in
a career.
The senior from Kent,
Washington, grabbed a game-
high 14rebounds Saturday night,
pulling him within five rebounds
of 900. He is the all-time lead~
ing rebounder at Boise State, and
probably one of the greatest peo-
ple anyone will meet, on and off
the court.
Jason has been a scholar, father,
and a fan favorite at Boise State.
He has been ranked in the top-S
in rebounding the last three sea-
sons in the conference, and was
named to the WACAll-Defensive
Team for the second consecutive'
season yesterday.
Thank you for all you have done
at Boise State, Mr. Ellis. You will
be missed.
After tying the game up at 15all,
the VTEPMiners (24-7overall.Is-
5 Western Athletlc Conference)
went on a 28·4 run to close out the
first half, in route to handing the
Boise State Broncos (13-17, 6-11
WAC)a 78-64 loss Saturday night
at the Don Haskins Center in El
Paso, Texas.
There was a glimmer of hope
that this could be a game that the
Broncos could use for a momen-
tum pusher toward the WACtour-
nament that starts tomorrow.
Well, there was for about seven
minutes.
Coby Karl scored the first
eight points for the Broncos, and
[errnaine Blackburn scored the
next seven to tie the game up at
IS, but it went sour from then on.
Biackburn made two shots in
the final 12 minutes of the half
for the Broncos, as it seemed the'
Miners and their 12,000 fans in
attendance were just too intimi-
dating for the young Broncos.
This was the largest crowd the
Broncos had played in front of all
season, and [ustthe sixth game
with more than 7,500 fans.
Once again, it was the numbers
game that killed any chance Boise
State for this one. '
.The Miners nearly doubied
the shooting percentage of the
Broncos in the first half. A dis-
mal 7-27 from the fieid and 12
costly turnovers before intermis- .
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Boise State gymnasts defeat
14th ranked team' at home
l'1IUIO BY STANLEYBREWSTER rrHE ARBITER
Lindsay Ward [above] and the Boise State gymnasts defeated BYUFriday night. Ward was the all-around winner wah
a score of saon
~ ~~;~'".',""H 0'. ~" ,,\.i.~X~i\.·' ,0 .'.'
~ ~t\~cw]}ouiic~s all~confe~encemen's basketball
. ,~~ms,Neyad(!sweeps major awards
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
Friday night the Taco Bell Arena
was not at maximum capacity,
. but it certainly felt that way, with
all of the chanting from a very en-
ergetic home crowd. Gymnastics
head coach Sam Sandmire said
it felt like Bronco Stadium. Well.
there was no football, but there
was a tremendous gymnastics
'meet taking place.
". 'The 33rd ranked Broncos defeat-
,ed the 14th ranked BYU Cougars
'194.225-193.8, in front of a home
'crowd of 1,013. The Broncos have
'~developed a fan club comprised
'of the fraternity brothers of Alpha
. ,Kappa Lambda. Plus a number of
ilbotball players, part of the worn-
. en's basketball team, members of
'the track team, a few tennis play-
"ers, and most of the wrestling
'squad were getting the crowd in-
-volved as the Broncos challenged
the Cougars and won.
, , This is the second meet in a row
, counting no falls for the Broncos.
'The Broncos hit a season best
-dn bars with a 49.025. With four
stuck dismounts, Sandmire was
'thoroughly impressed with the
'girls' performance. Freshman
'Katie Griffis was the only fresh·
-rnan in the line up, and she scored
;[1 9.8. Lindsay Ward scored a 9.9,
'Garla Chambers scored a 9.8, and
'Tiffany Putnam scored a 9.725.
Ward took the all-around title
-for the evening.
, , "She was absolutely on in all of
'the events. On vault, she stuck a
beautiful laid-out, full urchenko
-fhat was gorgeous," Sandmire
, said.
Kea Cuaresma is another
"Bronco who just "fly's" on vault
'and on floor.
. "I was worried there wasn't
enough oxygen up there where
, Kea was," Sandmire said.
Cuaresma scored a 9.75 on vault
and on floor.
Katie Dinsmore led the Broncos
off on beam and rocked it with no
wobbles. Dinsmore also nailed
her dynamic vault routine as well
(9.725), Sand mire added. Lindsey
Thomas and Chambers both
struggled a little on their floor
routine, but the outcome of the
meet came down to the Cougars
final beam routines and Putnam's
floor routine.
BYU's Jaime Mabray counted
a fall for the Cougars, scoring a
9.175. Marie Claveau of BYU per-
formed next and nailed a near
perfect routine, -earnlng a 9.9.
Then, as Putnam was finish-
ing her routine, Dayna Smart
from BYU was last to compete on
beam. As Putnam elegantly corn-
pleted a solid routine with a 9.7,
Smart lost her balance and added
a fall to BYU's score and the night
was over with the Broncos upset-
ting the number 14 team in the
nation.
. Friday, the Broncos will corn-
pete in their last home meet of the
2005wAc Men's Basketball
Postseason AwardWinners1:0'URTESY .i,; 'BAONI:OSPOATS,COM
p' '.:' ' '~' \
;;Thc.. Western 'Athletic
~
onrerehCC men's basketball All~.Conference
'stseason award winners, as First Team
leered py the league's 10 head .. .
coaches wC)r.eannounced today. .' Nick Fazekas, Nevada, F, 6-11,
. Boise Stlltesenior forward Jason " 225, So., Arvada, Colo. (Ralston
Ellis was named tothe cbnference~:·Valley HS)"-' "'.
i}ll.deferisiye'team forth~:sec~;
ond co'nsec\itive season. Ellis is , Michael Harris, Rice, F, 6-6, 240,




all-Wf\.C" ".' .. '..
;~Nevada .<soph9.mo·~eNiCk
tpzekas leads, the' first:,teaiU.
F~zekas·w'as alSO\Tot'edWAC pl~Y" ". Ornar Thomas. UTEP,F; 6-5, 205,e~of th
tl
y~ar. Ih 18 conference . Sr:, Phi1ad~lphia, Pa. (Panola,
~s;liiize,kas a~er~geda WAC- . Colleger" .
,iif21:81JOirits per gaJil,e ,IUdwas
ird ·iO·rebotmding" Witll 10.7' Filiberto Rivera, UTEP,G, 6-2,
.rcont~st. It Is the second year 17.5,Sr;, Carolina,Pucrto Rice
a rnw: that Nevada has had the . (SoutheasternCC)'
aye~u(theyeil[, as Kirk Snyder
on tjiifiward last season. Rice's
ichilel Harris, Louisiana Tech's
Paul Millsap, and UTEP's Omar
Thomas and Filiberto Rivera were
.also first team selections. Harris Kevinn Pinkney, Nevada, F, 6-9,
and Rivera were first-team selec. 245, Sr., Colton, Calif. (Colton HS)
tions last season, while. Millsap
and Thomas were voted to the
second-team. Millsap was the
2003-04 WAC freshman of the
year.
Miguel Ayala, UTEP, G, 6-6,190,
Jr., Tepic, Mexico (Fulletton
College)
All-Defensive Team
Mustafa Al-Sayyad, Fresno State,
C, 6-9, 230, Sr., Khartoum, Sudan
(Washington College Academy)
Mustafa Al-Sayyad, Fresno State,






Don Haskins Coach of the Year:
Mark Fox, Nevada
PaulMlBsap, Louisialla Tech,·
F.?-8, 2.35,So., Grambling, La.
(Griunblirig HS)
All-Newcomer Team
[a'Vance Coleman, Fresno State,
G, 6·3, 215, So., Fresno, Calif.
(College oithe Sequoias)
Ramon Sessions, Nevada, G,
6.3, 190, Fr., Myrtle Beach, S.C.
(Myrtle Beach HS)
Matt Gibson, Hawai'i, G, 6-5, 170,
'So., Oklahoma City, Okla. (Three
RiversCC)
.Second Team
Bryan Hopkins, SMU, G, 6-0,195, . Mo Charlo, Nevada, G, 6·7, 210,
Jr., Dallas, Texas (Lincoln HS) Jr., Eureka, Calif. (Diablo Valley
College)
Jason McKrieth, Rice, G, 6·
4,210, Sr., Schenectady, N.Y.
(Schenectady HS)
Marquin Chandler, San Jose
State, F, 6-7, 220, Sr., Fremunt,
Calif. (George Washington
University)
Kevinn Pinkney, Nevada, F, 6-9,
245, Sr., Colton, Calif. (Colton HS)
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school season. They will compete'
at home once more on March 21,
the first Monday of Spring Break.
Sandmire was very ecstatic about
the loud, engaged, and supportive
crowd atthis last meet and hopes
to see the same outcome Friday,
when the Broncos host a quad
meet with San Jose State, Seattle
Pacific, and Penn. State.
COIN~ & j[W[l~Y
• ~ertilie~mamon~s• We~~in~elS•
• mamon~~tu~[arrin~s. [state Jewel~.
Jermaine Washington, Nevada,
F, 6-5, 205, Sr., Columbia, S.C.






larius Glenn, Tulsa, F, 6-6, 220,
Sr., Decatur, Ga. (Avondale HS)
Jason Williams, UTEP, G/F, 6·6,
205, Jr., Marrero, La. (Kilgore
College) 3506 ~osehill, Boise 343·3220
less than U miles 110m BSU nelween Owyhee & latahJason Ellis, Boise State, F, 6-7, 216,
Sr., Kent, Wash. (Kentridge HS)
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Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per monthI GRIEOLS
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of ,Peimsyivania. Fresh' off the
7-0 sweep over rlvalUniversity
of Utah; the Broncos started the
morning fresh and ambitious.
Head coach Greg Patton, said
the Broncos ran .on all cylinders
against Utah and were ready for
Penn. '
Penn was ready for Boise State,
but the Broncos maintained focus
and were quick to nab the doubles
point Boise State won at all three
doubles spots with Luke Shields
and Thomas Schoeck winning a
tight match at number one, 9-7.At
the number two spot Ikaika Jobe
and Matias Silva played another
intense, close match to come out
with a 9-8 win, At the number
three spot, Ehren Vaughan and
Brent Werbeck teamed up to win
8-4:
Winning the doubles "point
takes a little pressure off of the
singles matches, but not much.
The Broncos still had a challenge
ahead, as they split off onto the six
courts at Appleton Tennis Center.
At the number one spot Shields
gave up the first set, but came
The Boise State men's tennis
team began their weekend of
three straight matches by defeat-
ing the University ofUtah 7·0 on a
beautiful sunny afternoon in the
Appleton Tennis Center, Friday.
The Broncos swept all three dou-
bles matches, and then swept all
six singles matches.
Saturday morning, the Broncos
continued their triple-header
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'back, in the second and third on Jimmy Fairbanks 6-3, 1-6,7-6.
fire to defeat David Lynn 3~6, 6- "Penn took us to the limit, but
2, 6-1. At the number two spot we are starting to come through
Schoeck played three tough sets and win those close matches:'
to beat Mikhail Bekker 6-4, 6- ' Patton said.
7, 10-6. Jobe won at the number Later in the afternoon on
three ,spot against Justin Lavner Saturday, the 47th ranked Broncos
6-4,7-5. Eric Roberson dominated lost to region opponent and 6
th
at the number four spot, winning ranked New Mexico by a score of
over Tas Tobia 6·2, 6-4. Werbeck 4-3.
was unable to pull out awin at the Against Penn, the Broncos tal-
number five spot, losing to Todd lied their first team points and
Lechaner 6-4, 6-1. Beck Roghaar then went on to win in singles at-
finished the Broncos wins off at one (Luke Shields), two (Thomas
the number six spot, defeating Schoeck), three (lkaikaJobe), four
(Eric Roberson), and six (Beck
Roghaar).
Against New Mexico, the
Lobos got the doubles point and
Boise State won three of the sin-
gles matches. Number one seed
Shields, fourth seeded Roberson,
and sixth seeded Beck Roghaar.
Boise State this week will be in .
Montgomery, Ala. to play in the
Blue/Gray Tournament.
. PIIIJ!(] BYSlANlEY BREWSlER rrllE ARBmR
Ehren Vaughn [top] and Luke Shtelds [below] helped the Broncos wtn two 01 three at home thts weekend. -
Women's tennis drop two on the road'
COURTESY
BRDNCOSPORTS.COM
winning the doubles point with
victories at all three doubles
spots: Megan Biorkman and
Alissa Ayling at No-. 1, Tiffany
Coil and Nadja Woschek at No.2,
'and Carolina Pongratz and Anna
Currolo at No.3.
The Gauchos took four of the
six singles matches to clinch the
match. Boise State's two sin-
gles wins came at number four
Carolina Pongratz and number
.six Stacey Housley.
On Saturday in women's ten-
nis, 29th ranked Oregon defeated
the Boise State Broncos 5-2.While
Oregon won the doubles point,
two of the doubles matches went
to 8-6 before being decided.
In singles, Boise State's Carolina
Pongratz and Tiffany Coil won
at four and five respectively. The
Broncos now return home to host
Montana, Portland, and Idaho
this coming weekend, outside at
the Appleton Tennis Center.
The nnd ranked UC Santa
Barbara defeated the Broncos 4-
3 in women's tennis Thursday at
Rob Gym Courts. With the match
tied at 3-3, Andrea Pintar defeat-
ed BSU's Alissa Ayling by an ex-
tremely close score of 7-6, 7-5 at
the number three singles for the
victory.





PLUSwe pay dividends on your account.
$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus! Four
hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
. free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1.000-$2,000
inearnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $600




raiser, (888) 923-3238. or
.~isit www.campusfund-, -' .•ralser.com
...,at
,~ DJ wanted:
:Want to rent DJ and/or
:-OJstequip. For wedding
:June 11. Zack 860-1509
t
:Models wanted for fine
:4ft, fashion. and portrait
:~ork. Send your resume




~i411Honda Civic EX! 4















:t114x4 Ford Ranger Edge,
:~dr. Yellow. excel. condo
:~lk, must sec, $13,800/
obo.4·47-7777





.~port. 52k miles. 3" Lift,
oversized tires. wintch,
$9,300/oba. Call 371-
:1324, pis leave a msg.
,~OOO Ford Ranger XLT
.81k,..AlC.CD •...5-speed.
:Oversized tires. Looks
'great & runs even better.
$5900 Call 859-8097.
· :WOO VW Jetta GLX
·¥R6 auto. low miles,
·leather. clean. all power.
$13,500. Call 866-7627 or
$66-8807
j~Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrificc
$450. Call 888-1464
95 Chev Z71 stepside.
.loaded w/ extras, cle,ln,
145k mi. Extremely well
maintained. runs great!
$8500 880-5816
97 Honda Accord EX
V6, wht, 4dr, I 10k. sun-
roof, alarm, CD/MP3,
all power, excel. condo
$9,0000bo 890-7165
Cherry Sleigh Bcd, solid
wood:New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
SSI Ie
Arbiter clesslfled aduertlsements are free to
students. Classified ads mey be placed three ways:
email: clesslfleds8aiblteronllne.com
phone: 3'15-B20'lx 100
or stop by the office at 1605Unluerslty Drlue
[across from the SUB].
? MAR 2005
FREE To Good Home --
9mo oldAussie Shepherd.
house trained. intelligent
& all shots. Call J at
850-9481
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice$895.
Call 888-1464.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still





pedal, stand.. $550 obo
Call 343-2042
I and 2 bdrm apts, $385.
$450. Deposit $250. No
pets, no smoking. Next





11ledroOm: 6SO Iq. It.
2 Pools





(Approx) Paid tJrilitia - '!lUO
ElTccUw Rent· Slto
21kdroom + 'lbwnhomrs
available: 896-1150 Sq. fL
$530· $600
Rent· S520.oo












• Dim'tly dCrroS from l17.co
• 14-lIour fltnes. wom
• Bu!illeJ! Center
• SecurpJ ACL'e$!
F Roommate wanted. 1.5










Bring In ad & receive S100
off 1st month rent
Includes all utilities, cablel
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week
336·8787
Tali Driver - Days, flex-
ible schedule. Ages 25+,
MIF. Must have good
driving record, will train.



























































24 Unable to sit still
27 Boleyn and
Bancroft
29 Put into service
30 Pound or Frost

















55 Greek adviser at
Troy
57 Love and hate,
e.g.
62 Whole
63 Very long time
64 Lose one's cool
65 One prone to .
backtalk











Leo (Jilly 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 -An expert's
opinion is nice to have,
especially if requested. You
may not have that luxury now,
but be gracious anyway. Listen
attentively. -
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - You're pretty
good at technical subjects,
especially right now. You
can remember the numbers,
even if you're not sure of the
concepts. This is a good start.
Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - You have plenty
of charm and confidence, and
you're pretty lucky, too. Ask an
attractive person for advice,
and you might get much,
much more .
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - This is a good
time to go shopping. Find the
perfect thing for your home, at
an amazing price. Believe it's
possible, and include the thrift










Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Room 4 Rent in Phat 2
story 2br House, 5 blks
from BSU. Fully fum, f/




sary, hands on training in








shop experience at local
p~rtrait studio. Job starts
around May 1st. Hours
and pay negotiable. Send
resume to Receptionist
at 2408 Broadway. Boise
83706.6
SALES REPS, top sales
. people wanted for grow-
ing national co. $8/hr +
commission. Professional
environment. no eves/
wknds. Apply in person at
5411Kendall St.. Boise
Sonic Drive-In
Now hiring. the follow-
ing positions: Asst. Night
Manager. Skating car
hops. and entergetic kitch-
.. enhelp, Apply in person'
2-4pm M-F at these loca-
tions: 2145 S. Broadway
(closest to BSU); 8777
W. Overland; 851 N. Or-
chard; 10480 W. Ustick;
2160 E. Fairview - Merid-
Models wanted for fine
art. fashion and portrait
work. Send your resume





















The Reel Theatre is happy to announce lIle launch of Halo 2fl Game Night at the Northgate
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday, February 4'" @ midnight and runs unbl 3am
Saturday morning. This will be<;ome a weekly event (wi the possibITity of more nights being
added later on) at the Northgate Reel Theatre on 6950 W. Sate ST. in Boise. The cost will
be $10 per person playing and $3 for persons watching. For more Information on this or lor
current movie information, please call 377-2620 or visit wwwJeeltheatre.com. Come on
over to the Northgate Reel and get your game onl

















Work from Your Home!
www.buildyourbestlife.
com
By Linda C. Black .
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday 03.07.05
The more old projects you
finish this year, the higher
your status grows. It'll be easy
to make the big time. Just
finish what you've got started.
Aries (March 21-AprllI9)
Today is a 6 - Friends provide
stability that you sometimes .
lack. Use them as a resource,
to develop your own solid
plans. They won't complain.
Taurus (Apr1l20- May 20)
Today is a 6 - Obedience is
a virtue that comes easily to
you, at least on the surface,
anyway. Develop that skill
to an art, and you'll profit
enormously.
.Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - Conditions arc
excellent for fun and frolic.
Include an older person with
whom you don't always get,
along. Be big.
Cancer (June 22-July22)
Today is a 6 - One of the
secrets to your success is that
you hoard things away. You
like to have enough in reserve
so you never have to worry.
Conditions are good for taking'
inventory.
SagittariUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Catch up on
your reading and find a
solution to your problem. You
can learn how to fix something
that's not working right. How
hard could it be?
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Today is a 7 - Money's coming
your way, and some from
sources you'd forgotten all
about. This gives you the
break you need to regain your
objectivity.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - You're very good
at setting up systems to see if
your theories will work. Ask
a brilliant friend to help. Get
some ideas from outside your
own head.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - An important
person is asking questions
behind your back. Make
sure the references others
give about you are good, by
kp.eping your promises.
(e) 2005, TRIDUNE MEDlA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder-
Tribune Information Services.
You Are Here . By Aaron Warner You Are Herep;...;.;...;...;.;..;..,;.;;;.;;;",;".;..._ .... - ..... -
By Aaron Warner
E
lJ...\l\LLY, I A5KED YOU i
TO HELP ALICE ON ..
HER PROJECT BUT ALL i
YOU DID lJ...\l\5TELL HER - Ii




























Harris named to the all-freshman team
rlllnu DY~IANm narwsrm !TilE ARBITER
Tasha Harris averaged 11.5 points per game lor the Broncos as ,.8 Irashrnan
lanielle Dodds earns first team The all-Freshmen team con-
honors after having a stellar rook- tains two all-WAC honorees in
ie campaign. Dodds was fourth Dodds and Jackson. Boise State's
in league games in scoring (15.4 Tasha Harris, Nevada's Meghan
ppg) and rebounding (B.Z rpg). McGuire, and UTEP's Shalana
Fresno State junior Amy Parrish Taylor round out the all-freshmen
was also a first team selection. team.
Parrish ended the season third in SMU's janielle Dodds earned
WACgames in scoring, averaging the school's first WACnewcomer
16.4ppg. San Jose State's Lamisha of the year honor. Dodds follows
Augustine earns her first all·WAC in lillian Robbins footsteps from
honor after averaging 8.3 reo last season by being named first
bounds and 15.Zpoints per game. team all-WAC,to the all-freshmen
The all.WAC second teamers team and Newcomer of the Year.
were Lakiste Barkus, Louisiana Rice's Cristy McKinney cap-
Tech;' Amber Jackson, San Jose tured her first coach of the year
, State; Lauren Neaves, Rice; Amy honor,leading the Lady Owls to a
Sanders, Hawai'i; and Michelle 14-4 league record and an overall
Woods, Rice. Neaves was the only record ofZl-B. McKinney is in her
second teamer who has earned 13th season at Rice.The Lady Owls
an honor before. She was named enter the WACtournament with a
, to the first team last season. nine-game winning streak.
Friday, March 1t
en's semifinals
r Game 3 vs,Winner Game 4, 12:00 p.m.
arne 5 vs.Winner Game 6, 2:30 p.m,
Tuesday, March B
Women's First Round
Game 1-#9 Boise State vs. #8UTEP, 12:00 p.m,
Game 2-#10 Nevada vs. #7 Hawaii, 2:30 p.m.
Men's First Round
Game 1-#10San Jose State vs. #7 Hawaii,




ltmer Game B,lZ:bOp.rn, (CSTV)
:1tr 'r1Junship ,
JrYvtWinner Game 8, 6:00 p.m. (ESPNZ)
''''Z~-.~;-.
" ~. :"/
Thursdav", ... ....~~ti'I J"",,,,I)ENVER9The.§ifeds have been determined for the Z005WACMen's and
Men
's QU"''''+'erfinals "~~~~I;~;::;j?;::"';.;I""';,r: '~~ '~~~~~r~;~:~~~~~t~ ~eev~:;,:~~~e:e~~tf~~a:~~os~~:~ ;::r ~~s~
aJ. l! ' "<:;,,,.~~~"., ':\' "",' fQW.'OlSWolf Pack completed the WACseason with a 16-Zmark and was 9-0
_Game 3-Winner Game 1vs. #ZUTEP, 12:00 p.m, (ESPNFull CbUrtr;i~·~::~;:.:~;.2lLL.,:... ':":::onfhi;road after winning at San Jose State on Saturday, 73-69. Louisiana Tech,
Game 4-#6 SMUvs. #3 Rice, Z:30p.m. (ESPN'FullCourt) ~""';xc":"":o::,c.",,,,,,;,; ,$" winner of the last three WACWomen's Tournaments, will be the top seed ,de-
Game 5-#5 Louisiana Tech vs. #4 Fresno State, 6:00 p.rn. (ESPNFull Court) spite losing Saturday. The Lady Techsters completed the WACseason with a
Game 6.Winner Game 2 vs. #1 Nevada, 8:30 p.m. (ESPNFull Court) 14-4mark.
,
Women's Quarte "
Game 3-Winner Game 1vs. #1 LouisfA
Game 4-#5 SMUvs. #4 Fresno State, "
Game 5-#6 San Jose State vs. #3 Tulsa,
Game 6-Winner Game 2vs. #ZRice, 8:
TheZ004-05women'sbasketball
All-Western Athletic Conference
teams have been, named, fol-
lowing a vote of the WAC's head
coaches.
Boise State freshman Tasha
Harris was named to the all-
freshman team after leading the
Broncos in scoring during the
regular season with n.5 points
per game.
The first team has one repeat
performer from last year, with
COURTESY
WRCSPORTS.COM
Tulsa's JiIli~n Robbins making
her second appearance on the all-
WACfirst team in as many years.
Louisiana Tech junior Tasha
Crain makes her first appear-
am:e on the all-WACteam on the
first team. Crain was also named
the WACPlayer of the Year. Crain
gave the Lady Techster's their
fourth Player of the Year honor in
as many seasons. Amisha Carter
earned the honor last season, and
Cheryl Ford earned back-to-buck
honors.
Three different schools round
out the first team. SMU freshman
6928 W. State' Boise, Idaho 83.703
(208) 853-0526
:~or150 channels of digital
equality'music, news, sports
, nd entertainment in your car.
Sou,'· Store For Ooloil. $'-',', 999
only... hmont
udeseverything you need for ini:OI XM
recepfion. It's compact size allow for a variety of installation options,
even if space is fight in your COl. . $9999
add to your
SKU#7109288 account
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